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Abstract
The problem of model selection with a limited number of experimental trials has received considerable attention in cognitive
science, where the role of experiments is to discriminate between theories expressed as computational models. Research on
this subject has mostly been restricted to optimal experiment design with analytically tractable models. However, cognitive
models of increasing complexity with intractable likelihoods are becoming more commonplace. In this paper, we propose
BOSMOS, an approach to experimental design that can select between computational models without tractable likelihoods. It
does so in a data-efficient manner by sequentially and adaptively generating informative experiments. In contrast to previous
approaches, we introduce a novel simulator-based utility objective for design selection and a new approximation of the
model likelihood for model selection. In simulated experiments, we demonstrate that the proposed BOSMOS technique can
accurately select models in up to two orders of magnitude less time than existing LFI alternatives for three cognitive science
tasks: memory retention, sequential signal detection, and risky choice.

Keywords Model selection · Experimental design · Likelihood-free inference · Cognitive models

Introduction

The problem of selecting between competing models of cog-
nition is critical to progress in cognitive science. The goal
of model selection is to choose the model that most closely
represents the cognitive process that generated the observed
behavioural data. Typically, model selection involves max-
imising the fit of each model’s parameters to the data and
balancing the quality of the model fit with its complexity. It
is crucial that any model selection method used is robust and
sample-efficient and that it correctly measures howwell each
model approximates the data-generating cognitive process.

It is also crucial that any model selection process is pro-
videdwith high-quality data fromwell-designed experiments
and that these data are sufficiently informative to support
efficient selection. Research on optimal experimental design
(OED) addresses this problem by focusing on how to design
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experiments that support parameter estimation of singlemod-
els and, in some cases, maximise information for model
selection (Cavagnaro et al., 2010; Moon et al., 2022; Blau
et al., 2022).

However, one outstanding difficulty in model selection
is that many models do not have tractable likelihoods. The
model likelihoods represent the probability of observed data
being produced by model parameters and simplify tractable
inference. In their absence, likelihood-free inference (LFI)
methods can be used, which rely on forward simulations
(or samples from the model) to replace the likelihood.
Another difficulty is that existing methods for OED are
slow—very slow—which makes them impractical for many
applications. In this paper, we address these problems by
investigating a new algorithm that automatically and adap-
tively designs experiments for likelihood-free models much
more quickly than previous approaches. The new algorithm
is called Bayesian optimisation for simulator-based model
selection (BOSMOS).

In BOSMOS, model selection is conducted in a Bayesian
framework. In this setting, inference is carried out using
marginal likelihood, which incorporates, by definition, a
penalty for model complexity, i.e., Occam’s Razor. Addi-
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tionally, the Bayesian framework allows getting Bayesian
posteriors over all possible values rather than point esti-
mates; this is crucial for quantifying uncertainty, for instance,
when multiple models can explain the data similarly well
(non-identifiability or poor identifiability; (Anderson, 1978;
Acerbi et al., 2014)) orwhen some of themodels aremisspec-
ified (Lee et al., 2019), i.e., themodelmakes overly simplified
or incorrect assumptions about the behaviour. However, it is
important to acknowledge that no OED method, including
BOSMOS, can guarantee a correct solution in instances of
significant model misfit, as there is no clear-cut theoretical
solution to this complex issue, which would likely necessi-
tate a more nuanced modelling of human behaviour. These
problems are further exacerbated in computational cogni-
tive modelling, where non-identifiability also arises due to
human strategic flexibility (Howes et al., 2009;Madsen et al.,
2019; Kangasrääsiö et al., 2019; Oulasvirta et al., 2022). For
these reasons, there is an interest in Bayesian approaches in
computational cognitive science (Overstall & Woods, 2017;
Tauber et al., 2017; Madsen et al., 2018; Kleinegesse & Gut-
mann, 2021), which allow a close examination of Bayesian
posteriors to identify potential problems or anomalies in the
solution.

As we have said, a key problem for model selection is
the selection of the design variables that define an experi-
ment. When resources are limited, experimental designs can
be carefully selected to yield as much information about
the models as possible. Adaptive design optimisation (ADO)
(Cavagnaro et al., 2010, 2013) is one influential approach
to selecting experimental designs. ADO proposes designs
by maximising the so-called utility objective, which mea-
sures the amount of information about the candidate models
and their quality. While it is indeed possible for modern
methods to approximate common utility objectives, such as
mutual information (Cavagnaro et al., 2010; Shannon, 1948)
or expected entropy (Yang & Qiu, 2005), it can be challeng-
ing when computational models lack a tractable likelihood.
In such cases, research suggests adopting LFI methods, in
which the computational model generates synthetic obser-
vations for inference (Gutmann & Corander, 2016; Sisson
et al., 2018; Papamakarios et al., 2019). This broad family
of methods is also known as approximate Bayesian compu-
tation (ABC) (Beaumont et al., 2002; Kangasrääsiö et al.,
2019) and simulator- or simulation-based inference (Cran-
mer et al., 2020). To date, LFImethods forADOhave focused
on parameter inference for a single model rather than model
selection.

Model selection with limited design iterations requires a
choice of design variables that optimisemodel discrimination
as well as improve parameter estimation. The complexity of
this task is compounded in the context of LFI, where expen-
sive samples from the model are required. We aim to reduce
the number of model simulations. For this reason, in our

approach, called BOSMOS, we use Bayesian optimisation
(BO) (Frazier, 2018; Greenhill et al., 2020) for both design
selection and model selection. The advantage of BO is that
it is highly sample-efficient and therefore has a direct impact
on reducing the need for model simulation. BOSMOS com-
bines the ADO approach with LFI techniques in a novel way,
resulting in a faster method to carry out optimal designs of
experiments to discriminate between computational cogni-
tive models with a minimal number of trials.

The main contributions of the paper are as follows:

• Anovel approach to simulator-basedmodel selection that
casts LFI for multiple models under the Bayesian frame-
work through the approximation of the model likelihood.
As a result, the approach provides a full joint Bayesian
posterior for models and their parameters given the col-
lected experimental data.

• A novel simulator-based utility objective for choosing
experimental designs that maximises the behavioural
variation in current beliefs about model configurations.
As a part of the adaptive setting, designs are chosen
sequentially, each informed by the participant’s most
recent response. Alongwith the sample-efficient LFI pro-
cedure, the utility objective reduces the time cost from
1 h for competitor methods to less than a minute in the
majority of case studies, bringing the method closer to
enabling real-time cognitive model testing with human
subjects.

• By close integration of the two above contributions,
we put forth what we believe to be the first fully
Bayesian experimental design approach to model selec-
tion that concurrently combines online, sample-efficient,
and simulation-based characteristics together in a single,
unified methodology.

• The new approach was tested on three well-known
paradigms in psychology—memory retention, sequen-
tial signal detection, and risky choice—and, despite not
requiring likelihoods, reaches similar accuracy to the
existing methods that do require them.

Background

In this article,we are concernedwith situationswhere the pur-
pose of experiments is to gather data that can discriminate
between models. The traditional approach in such a context
begins with the collection of large amounts of data from a
large number of participants on a design that is fixed based
on intuition; this is followed by evaluation of the model fit
using a desired model selection criteria such as the Akaike
information criterion, the Bayesian information criterion,
cross-validation, etc. This is an inefficient approach—the
informativeness of the collected data for choosing models
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is unknown in advance, and collecting large amounts of data
may often prove expensive in terms of time and monetary
resources (for instance, in cases that involve expensive equip-
ment, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging, or in
clinical settings). These issues have been addressed by mod-
ern optimal experimental designmethods,whichwe consider
in this section and summarise in Table 1.

Optimal experimental design OED is a classic problem in
statistics (Lindley, 1956; Kiefer, 1959), which saw a resur-
gence in the last decade due to improvements in com-
putational methods and the availability of computational
resources. Specifically, ADO (Cavagnaro et al., 2010, 2013)
was proposed for cognitive science models, which have
been successfully applied in different experimental set-
tings, including memory and decision-making. In ADO, the
designs are selected according to a global utility objec-
tive, which is an average value of the local utility over all
possible data (behavioural responses) and model parame-
ters, weighted by the likelihood and priors (Myung et al.,
2013). More general approaches, such as Kim et al. (2014),
improve upon ADO by combining it with hierarchical mod-
elling, which allows them to form richer priors over the
model parameters. While useful, the main drawback of these
methods is that they work only with tractable (or analyti-
cal) parametric models, that is, models whose likelihood is
explicitly available and whose evaluation is feasible.

Model selection for simulator-based models In the LFI set-
ting, a critical feature of many cognitive models is that they
lack a closed-form solution, but allow forward simulations
for a given set of model parameters. A few approaches have
made advances in tackling the problem of the intractabil-
ity of these models. For instance, Kleinegesse and Gutmann

(2020) andValentin et al. (2021) proposed amethod that com-
bines Bayesian OED (BOED) and approximate inference
of simulator-based models. The mutual information neural
estimation for Bayesian experimental design (MINEBED)
method performs BOED by maximising a lower bound on
the expected information gain for a particular experimen-
tal design, which is estimated by training a neural network
on synthetic data generated by the computational model. By
estimating mutual information, the trained neural network
no longer needs to model the likelihood directly for selecting
designs and doing theBayesian update. Similarly,mixed neu-
ral likelihood estimation by Boelts et al. (2022) trains neural
density estimators onmodel simulations to emulate the simu-
lator. Pudlo et al. (2016) proposed an LFI approach to model
selection, which uses random forests to approximate the
marginal likelihood of the models. Despite these advances,
these methods have not been designed for model selection in
an adaptive experimental design setting. Table 1 summarises
the main differences between modern approaches and the
method proposed in this paper.

An alternative way of expressing cognitive models is
through an agent-based paradigm (Madsen et al., 2019),
where the model can be conceptualised as a reinforcement
learning (RL) policy (Kaelbling et al., 1996; Sutton &Barto,
2018). The main problem with these agent-based models
is that they need retraining if any of their parameters are
altered, which introduces a prohibitive computational over-
head when doing model selection. Recently, (Moon et al.,
2022) proposed a generalisedmodel parameterized by cogni-
tive parameters that can quickly adapt tomultiple behaviours,
theoretically bypassing the need for model selection alto-
gether and replacing it with parameter inference. Although
the cost of evaluating these models is low in general, they

Table 1 A comparison of
representative methods for
experimental design, with a
focus on parameter estimation
(PE) and model selection (MS)

Reference Method PE MS SBM Amor LTP Adapt LFI

Cavagnaro et al. (2010) ADO � � x x x � x

Kleinegesse and Gutmann (2020) MINEBED � x � � x x �
Blau et al. (2022) RL-BOED � x � � � � x

Moon et al. (2022) BOLFI � x x x - - �
Pudlo et al. (2016) RF-ABC x � x � - - �
This work BOSMOS � � � x x � �

Here, we emphasise methods capable of proposing designs for simulator-based models (SBM) without the
need for tractable model likelihoods. Notably, BOSMOS stands out for its ability to simultaneously handle
both PE andMS tasks. Although some methods, such as MINEBED, can recast MS into a PE problem, where
the model index is the only parameter and the rest are fixed, in this table, we specifically consider MS for
simulator models that also permit changes to their parameters. Key attributes of the presented methods include
amortisation (Amor.) capabilities, which enable rapid design proposals or inference but require retraining
when beliefs update, as in our sequential setting; long-term planning (LTP) in design selection is crucial for
efficient design space exploration when the budget is known beforehand, as opposed to myopic methods;
adaptive (Adapt.) design methods accommodate sequential adaptive settings without additional retraining,
unlike their static counterparts; and likelihood-free inference (LFI) is considered crucial, as we are interested
not just in selecting designs for SBM but also in inference. The ‘-’ symbol signifies that design selection is
not applicable to the method
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lack the interpretability necessary for cognitive theory devel-
opment. Therefore, training a parameterized policy within a
single RL model family may be preferable; this would still
require model selection but would avoid the need for retrain-
ing when parameters change (see Sect. 4.4 for a concrete
example).

Amortised approaches to the OED Recently proposed amor-
tised approaches to OED (Blau et al., 2022)—i.e., flexible
machine learning models trained upfront on a large set of
problems with the goal of making fast design selection
at runtime—allow more efficient selection of experimental
designs by introducing an RL policy that generates design
proposals. This policy provides a better exploration of the
design space, does not require access to a differentiable prob-
abilistic model, and can handle both continuous and discrete
design spaces, unlike previous amortised approaches (Foster
et al., 2021; Ivanova et al., 2021). These amortised methods
have yet to be applied to model selection.

Even though OED is a classical problem in statistics,
its application has mostly been relegated to discriminating
between simple, tractable models. Modern methods such as
LFI and amortised inference can, however, make it more fea-
sible to develop OED methods that can work with complex
simulator models. In the next sections, we elaborate on our
LFI-based method BOSMOS and demonstrate its working
using three classical cognitive science tasks: memory reten-
tion, sequential signal detection, and risky choice.

Methods

Our method carries out optimal experiment design for model
selection and parameter estimation, involving three main
stages as shown in Fig. 1: selecting the experimental design
d, collecting new data x at the design d chosen from a design
space, and, finally, updating current beliefs about the models
and their parameters. The process continues until the allo-
cated budget for design iterations T is exhausted and the
preferred cognitive model mest ∈ M, which explains the
subject behaviour the best, and its parameters θest ∈ �est

are extracted. While the method is rooted in Bayesian infer-
ence and thus builds a full joint posterior over models and
parameters,we also consider that ultimately the experimenter
may want to report the single best model and parameter set-
ting, and we use this decision-making objective to guide the
choices of our algorithm. The definition of what ‘best’ here
means depends on a cost function chosen by the user (Robert,
2007). In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we choose the
most common Bayesian estimator, themaximum a posteriori

(MAP), of the full posterior computed by the method:

mest = arg maxm p(m | D1:t ), (1)

θest = arg maxθm
p(θm | m,D1:t ), (2)

wherem ∈ M, θm ∈ �m andD1:t = ((d1, x1), ...(dt , xt )) is
a sequence of experimental designs d (e.g., shown stimulus)
and the corresponding behavioural data x (e.g., the response
of the subject to the stimuli) pairs. It is noteworthy that while
we illustrate the BOSMOS methodology using the MAP
rule, it is flexible to accommodate alternative estimators if
required.

Key assumptions In our usage context, it is important to
make a few reasonable assumptions. First, we assume that the
prior over the models p(m) and their parameters p(θm | m),
as well as the domain of the design space, have been spec-
ified using sufficient prior knowledge; they may be given
by expert psychologists or previous empirical work. This
guarantees that the space of the problem is well defined.
Notice that this also implies that the set of candidate models
M = (m1, . . . ,mk) is known, and each model is defined,
for any design, by its own parameters. Second, we assume
that the computational models that we consider may not
necessarily have a closed-form solution, in case their like-
lihoods p(x | d, θm,m) are intractable but it is possible
to sample from the forward model m given the parameter
setting θm , and design d. In other words, we operate in a
simulator-based inference setting. Please note that this like-
lihood depends only on the current design and parameters,
as assumed in our setting; however, in general, OED tech-
niques (including BOSMOS) can handle scenarios where
experimental trials are not strictly independent, provided the
participant’s behaviour changes are explicitly accommodated
by a behaviour model. The third assumption is that each
subject’s dataset is analysed separately: we consider single
subjects with fixed parameters undergoing the whole set of
experiments, as opposed to the statistical setting where infor-
mation about one dataset may impact the whole population,
such as, for instance, in hierarchical modelling or pooled
models.

Sequential design selection and belief updates As evidenc
ed by Eqs. 1 and 2, the sequential choice of the designs at any
point depends on the current posterior over the models and
parameters p(θm,m | D1:t ) = p(θm | D1:t ,m)·p(m | D1:t ),
which needs to be approximated and updated at each iteration
step of the main loop in Fig. 1. This problem can be formu-
lated through sequential importance sampling methods, such
as sequential Monte Carlo (SMC; (Del Moral et al., 2006)).
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Fig. 1 Components of the model selection approach. The main loop
continues until the experimental design budget is depleted. Input panel:
the experimenter defines a design policy (e.g., random choice of
designs), as well as themodels and their parameter priors.Middle panel:
(i) the next experimental design is selected based on the design policy
and current beliefs about models and their parameters (initially sam-
pled from model and parameter priors); (ii) the experiment is carried

out using the chosen design, and the observed response-design pair
is stored; (iii) current beliefs are updated (e.g., resampled) based on
experimental evidence acquired thus far. Output panel: the model and
parameters that are most consistent with the collected data are selected
by applying one of thewell-established decision rules to the final beliefs
about models and their parameters

Thus, the resulting parameter posteriors can be approxi-
mated, up to resampling, in the form of equally weighted
particle sets: qt (θm,m | D1:t ) = ∑N1

i=1 N
−1
1 δ

θ
(i)
m ,mi , with

θ (i)
m ,m(i) the parameters and models associated with the

particle i , as an approximation of p(θm | m,D1:t ). These
particle sets are later sampled to select designs and update
parameter posteriors.

Preventing particle degeneracy An important consideration
when using this method, similar to all particle methods, is
the potential for particle degeneracy, a situation where a few
particles disproportionately represent the posterior (Doucet
et al., 2000; Liu&Chen, 1998). Tomitigate these issues, sev-
eral strategies can be applied, including regular checks of the
effective sample size (ESS), a diagnostic measure of particle
diversity, with lower values indicating potential degener-
acy (Kong et al., 1994). When ESS falls below a specified
threshold, resampling procedures such as systematic or strat-
ified resampling can be initiated, which redistribute weights
across particles to prevent degeneracy (Doucet et al., 2000).
Additional regularisation techniques can be employed too,
introducing small amounts of artificial noise to the particle to
prevent particle dominance (Musso et al., 2001), andmultiple

proposal distributions can be used to offer varied pathways
for particle movements, reducing the risk of particle cluster-
ing (Doucet et al., 2000). In this paper, we use resampling
and regularisation described in Sect. 4.1, andwe further detail
this problemof particle degeneracy inAppendixD. In the fol-
lowing sections, we take a closer look at the design selection
and belief update stages.

Selecting Experimental Designs

Traditionally, in the experimental design literature, the
designs are selected at each iteration t by maximising the
reduction of the expected entropy H(·) of the posterior
p(m, θm | D1:t ). By definition of conditional probability,
we have the following:

dt = argmindt Ext |D1:t−1

[
H(θm ,m | D1:t−1 ∪ (dt , xt ))

] (3)

= argmindt Ext |D1:t−1

[
Ep(θm ,m|D1:t )[− log p(θm ,m | D1:t ∪ (dt , xt ))]

]

= argmindt Ext |D1:t−1
Ep(θm ,m|D1:t−1)

[− log(p(xt | dt , θm ,m))
]

+ Ext |D1:t−1
log p(xt | dt ,D1:t−1), (4)

where xt is the response predicted by the model. The first
equality comes from the definition of entropy, and the second
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from Bayes rule, where we removed the prior, as this term
is a constant term in dt . Here, lower entropy corresponds
to a narrower, more concentrated posterior—with maximal
information about models and parameters.

Since neither p(xt | dt , θm,m) nor, by extension, Eq. 4
are tractable in our setting, we propose a simulator-based
utility objective:

dt =argmindtEqt (θm ,m|D1:t−1)[Ĥ(x′
t |dt , θm ,m)]− Ĥ(xt | D1:t−1, dt ),

(5)

where qt is a particle approximation of the posterior at time
t , and Ĥ is a kernel-basedMonte Carlo approximation of the
entropy H .

The intuition behind this utility objective is that we choose
such designs dt that would maximise identifiability (min-
imise the entropy) between N responses x′ simulated from
different computational models p(· | dt , θm,m). The mod-
els m as well as their parameters θm are sampled from the
current beliefs qt (θm,m | D1:t−1). This utility objective
balances model and parameter exploration through design
choices guided by the posterior distribution. As the method
continuously assesses the fluctuating uncertainty levels in
each space, it adapts and reassigns priorities to maintain an
efficient exploration strategy, addressing a potential conflict
between the two objectives of model selection and parameter
estimation. The full asymptotic validity of the Monte Carlo
approximation of the decision rule in Eq.5 can be found in
Appendix A.

The utility objective in Eq.5 allows us to use BO to find
the design dt and then run the experiment with the selected
design. In the next section, we discuss how to update beliefs
about the models m and their parameters θm based on the
data collected from the experiment.

Likelihood-Free Posterior Updates

The response xt from the experiment with the design dt is
used to update approximations of the posterior qt (m | Dt )

and qt (θm | m,Dt ), obtained via marginalisation and condi-
tioning, respectively, from qt (θm,m | Dt ). We use LFI with
synthetic responses xθm simulated by the behavioural model
m to perform the approximate Bayesian update.

Parameter estimation conditioned on the model We start
with parameter estimation for each of the candidate models
using BO for LFI (BOLFI; (Gutmann & Corander, 2016)).
In BOLFI, a Gaussian process (GP) (Rasmussen, 2004) sur-
rogate for the discrepancy function between the observed
and simulated data, ρ(xθm , xt ) (e.g., Euclidean distance),
serves as a base to an unnormalized approximation of the
intractable likelihood p(xt | dt , θm,m). Thus, the posterior

can be approximated through the following approximation
of the likelihood functionLεm (·) and the prior over model
parameters p(θm):

p(θm | xt ) ∝ Lεm (xt | θm) · p(θm), (6)

Lεm (xt | θm) ≈ Exθm
[κεm (ρm(xθm , xt ))]. (7)

Here, following Section 6.3 of Gutmann and Corander
(2016), we choose κεm (·) = 1[0,εm ](·), where the band-
width εm takes the role of an acceptance-rejection threshold.
Using a Gaussian likelihood for the GP, this leads to
Exθm

[κεm (ρ(xθm , xt ))] = �((εm − μ(θm))/
√

ν(θm) + σ 2),
where�(·) denotes the standard Gaussian cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF). Note that μ(θm) and ν(θm) + σ 2 are
the posterior predictive mean and variance of the GP surro-
gate at θm .

Model estimation A principled way of performing model
selection is via the marginal likelihood, that is p(xt | m) =∫
p(xt | θm,m) · p(θm | m)dθm , which is proportional to

the posterior over models assuming an equal prior for each
model. Unfortunately, a direct computation of the marginal
likelihood is not possible with Eq.7, since it only allows us
to compute a likelihood approximation up to a scaling factor
that implicitly depends on ε. For instance, when calculating
a Bayes factor (ratio of marginal likelihoods) for models m1
and m2,

p(xt | m1)

p(xt | m2)
= Eθm1 [p(xt | θm1,m1)]

Eθm2 [p(xt | θm2,m2)] �= Eθm1 [Lεm1 (xt | θm1)]
Eθm2 [Lεm2 (xt | θm2)] ,

(8)

their respective εm1 and εm2, chosen independently, may
potentially bias the marginal likelihood ratio in favour of one
of the models, rendering it unsuitable for model selection.
Choosing the same ε for each model is not possible either,
as it would lead to numerical instability due to the shape of
the kernel.

To approximate the marginal likelihood p(xt | m), we
adopt a similar approach as in Eq.7, by reframing the
marginal likelihood computation as a distinct LFI prob-
lem. In ABC, for parameter estimation, we would generate
pseudo-observations from the prior predictive distribution
of each model and compare the discrepancy with the true
observations on a scale common to all models. This com-
parison involves a kernel that maps the discrepancy into a
likelihood approximation. For example, in rejection ABC
(Tavaré et al., 1997; Marin et al., 2012) this kernel is uni-
form. In our case, we will generate samples from the joint
prior predictive distribution on both models and parame-
ters, and we use a Gaussian kernel κη(·) = N (· | 0, η2),
chosen to satisfy all of the requirements from Gutmann &
Corander (2016); in particular, this kernel is non-negative,
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non-concave, and has a maximum at 0. The parameter η > 0
serves as the kernel bandwidth, similarly to εm in Eq.7. The
value of κη(·) monotonically increases as the model m pro-
duces smaller discrepancy values. This kernel leads to the
following approximation of the marginal likelihood:

L(xt | m,Dt−1) ∝ Exθ∼p(·|θm ,m)·q(θm |m,Dt−1)κη(ρ̂(xθ , xt )),
(9)

where κη(·) = N (· | 0, η2), and ρ̂ is the GP surrogate for
the discrepancy. Equation9 is a direct equivalent of Eq.7,
but here we integrate (marginalise) over both θ and xθ . Here
we used the Gaussian kernel instead of the uniform kernel
used in Eq.7, as it produced better results for model selection
in preliminary numerical experiments. Note that in Eq.9 we
have two approximations, the first one from κη, stating that
the likelihood is approximated from the discrepancy, and the
second from the use of a GP surrogate for the discrepancy.

The choice of η is a complex problem, and in this paper
we propose the simple solution of setting η as the minimum
value of Exθ∼p(·|θm ,m)·q(θm |m,Dt−1)ρ̂(xθ , xt ) across all mod-
els m ∈ M. This value has the advantage of giving non
extreme values to the estimations of the marginal likelihood,
which should in principle avoid overconfidence.

Posterior update The resulting marginal likelihood approx-
imation in Eq.9 can then be used in posterior updates for new
design trials as follows:

q(m | Dt ) ∝ L(xt | m,Dt−1) · q(m | Dt−1) ≈ κη(ωm ) · q(m | Dt−1), (10)
q(θm | m,Dt ) ∝ Lεm (xt | θm ,m) · q(θm | Dt−1,m), (11)

which is equivalent to the following:

q(θm ,m | Dt ) ∝ Lεm (xt | θm ,m) · L(xt | m,Dt−1) · q(θm ,m | Dt−1). (12)

Once we update the joint posterior of models and param-
eters, it is straightforward to obtain the model and parameter
posterior through marginalisation and apply a decision rule
(e.g., MAP) to choose the estimate. The entire algorithm for
BOSMOS can be found in Appendix B.

Experiments

In the experiments, our goal was to evaluate how well the
proposed method described in Sect. 3 discriminated between
different computational models in a series of cognitive tasks:
memory retention, signal detection, and risky choice. Specifi-
cally, wemeasured howwell themethod chooses designs that
help the estimated model imitate the behaviour of the target
model, discriminate between models, and correctly estimate
their ground-truth parameters. In our simulated experimental
setup, we created 100 synthetic participants by sampling the

ground-truth model and its parameters (not available in the
real world) through priors p(m) and p(θm | m). Then, we ran
the sequential experimental design procedure for a range of
methods described in Sect. 4.1, and recorded four main per-
formance metrics shown in Fig. 3 for 20 design trials (results
analysed further later in the section): the behavioural fitness
error ηb, defined below, the parameter estimation error ηp, the
accuracy of the model prediction ηm and the empirical time
cost of running the methods. Furthermore, we evaluated the
methods at different stages of design iterations in Fig. 3 for
the convergence analysis. The complete experiments, with
additional evaluation points and details about hardware, can
be found in Appendix C.

We compute ηb, ηp and ηm for a single synthetic par-
ticipant using the known ground truth model mtrue and
parameters θ true. The behavioural fitness error ηb = ‖Xtrue−
Xest‖2 is calculated as the Euclidean distance between the
ground-truth model (Xtrue) and synthetic (Xest) behavioural
datasets, which consist of means μ(·) of 100 responses eval-
uated at the same 100 random designs T generated from a
proposal distributions p(d), defined for each model:

T = {di ∼ p(d)}100i=1, (13)

Xtrue={μ({xs : x∼ p(· |di , θ true,mtrue)}100s=1) :di ∈ T }100i=1,

(14)

Xest = {μ({xs : x ∼ p(· | di , θest,mest)}100s=1) : di ∈ T }100i=1.

(15)

Here,mest and θest are, respectively, themodel and parameter
values estimated via the MAP rule (unless specified other-
wise). mest is also used to calculate the predictive model
accuracy ηm as a proportion of correct model predictions for
the total number of synthetic participants, while θest is used
to calculate the averaged Euclidean distance ‖θ true − θest‖2
across all synthetic participants, which constitutes the param-
eter estimation error ηp.

ComparisonMethods

Throughout the experiments, we compare several strategies
for experimental design selection and parameter inference.
A prior predictive distribution with a random design choice
drawn from each model’s proposal distribution serves as our
baseline, referred to as the Prior in the results.

Aswe implemented these strategies, oneof the key focuses
was mitigating the risk of particle degeneracy. In all our par-
ticle methods, we have included safety measures such as
resampling the beliefs represented by the particles, denoted
as qt (θm,m | D1:t ), after each design trial. Additionally, we
have incorporated a regularisation technique that introduces a
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small amount of artificial Gaussian noise to the particles dur-
ing resampling. These measures enhance the robustness of
methods against particle degeneracy, ensuring amore reliable
and stable inference. The precise details of methods, along
with the specific setup parameters, are elaborated below.

Likelihood-Based Inference with Random Design

Likelihood-based inference with random design (LBIRD)
applies the ground-truth likelihood, where it is possible, to
conduct Bayesian inference and samples the design from
the proposal distribution p(d) instead of design selection:
Dt = (xt , dt ), xt ∼ π(· | θ ,m, dt ), dt ∼ p(·). This
procedure serves as a baseline by providing unbiased esti-
mates of models and parameters. As other methods in this
section, LBIRD uses 5000 particles (empirical samples) to
approximate the joint posterior of models and parameters for
each model. The Bayesian updates are conducted through
importance-weighted sampling with added Gaussian noise
applied to the current belief distribution.

ADO

ADO requires a tractable likelihood of the models and is
hence used as an upper bound of performance in cases where
the likelihood is available. ADO (Cavagnaro et al., 2010)
employs BO for the mutual information utility objective:

U (d) =
K∑

m=1

p(m)
∑

y
p(x | m, d) · log

(
p(x | m, d)

∑K
m=1 p(m)p(x | m, d)

)

,

(16)

where we used 500 parameters sampled from the current
beliefs to integrate

p(x | m, d) =
∫

p(x | θm,m, d) · p(θm | m)dθ . (17)

Similarly to other approaches below, which also use BO, the
BO procedure is initialised with 10 evaluations of the utility
objective with d sampled from the design proposal distribu-
tion p(d), while the next 5 design locations are determined by
the Monte-Carlo-based noisy expected improvement objec-
tive. The GP surrogate for the utility uses a constant mean
function, a Gaussian likelihood, and the Matern kernel with
zero mean and unit variance. All these components of the
design selection procedure were implemented using the
BOTorch package (Balandat et al., 2020).

MINEBED

MINEBED, as presented by Kleinegesse and Gutmann
(2020), is a technique that specialises in design selection
for parameter inference within a single model framework or

for model selection among models with a predetermined set
of parameter values. This stands in contrast to our require-
ment for both model selection and parameter inference at the
same time and, by extension, working with multiple models
where the parameter values are not fixed but rather allowed
to vary and be estimated. To accommodate this discrepancy,
we operate separate MINEBED instances for each model
and delegate design optimisation to a single model-chosen
from current beliefs-at each trial. The model is selected
using the MAP rule over the current beliefs about models
q(m | D1:t ). The data obtained from conducting the exper-
iment with the selected design are then used to update all
MINEBED instances.

Given that MINEBED was originally developed for static
experimental designs, to fit it into the adaptive setting of
our experiments, we adopted a strategy of retraining each
MINEBED instance from scratch with updated beliefs after
each design trial to propose the next design. This adaptation,
while necessary for our use case, does introduce a notable dif-
ference from the standardMINEBEDapproach. In particular,
it significantly increases the computation cost of applying the
method.

The specific MINEBED implementation we employed is
based on the original work by Kleinegesse and Gutmann
(2020), utilising a neural surrogate for mutual information
made up of two fully connected layers with 64 neurons
each. This surrogate was optimised using the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with an initial learning rate of
0.001, 5000 simulations per training at each new design trial,
and 5000 epochs.

It is worth mentioning that MINEBED, as an instance
of the broader method of using mutual information esti-
mation for Bayesian experimental design (Michaud, 2019),
is not strictly tied to a single configuration. In the original
paper, the authors perform a small scale optimisation of the
hyprerparameters (in particular learning rate and depth of
the neural network), leading to similar optimal values in the
main examples. However, the settings of our study, involving
1–4 parameters and 1–4 designs, are comparable to the orig-
inal study’s conditions in Kleinegesse and Gutmann (2020),
which handled 2–4 parameters and a single design. Thus, we
chose a value close to the ones proposed in the original paper.

BOSMOS

BOSMOS is themethod proposed in this paper and described
in Sect. 3. It uses the simulator-based utility objective from
Eq.5 in BO to select the design and BO for LFI, along with
the marginal likelihood approximation from Eq.9 to conduct
inference. The objective for design selection is calculated
with the same 10 models (a higher number increases belief
representation at the cost of more computations) sampled
from the current belief over models (i.e., particle set qt (m |
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D1:t ) at each time t), where each model is simulated 10 times
to get one evaluation point of the utility (100 simulations per
point). In total, in each iteration,we spent 1500 simulations to
select the design and an additional 100 simulations to conduct
parameter inference.

As for parameter inference in BOSMOS, BO was ini-
tialised with 50 parameter points randomly sampled from the
current beliefs about model parameters (i.e., the particle set
qt (θm | m,D1:t )), the other 50 points were selected for sim-
ulation in batches of 5 through the lower confidence bound
selection criteria (Srinivas et al., 2009) acquisition function.
Once again, a GP is used as a surrogate, with the constant
mean function and the radial basis function (Seeger, 2004)
kernel with zero mean and unit variance. Once the simula-
tion budget of 100 is exhausted, the parameter posterior is
extracted through an importance-weighted sampling proce-
dure, where the GP surrogate with the tolerance threshold
set at a minimum of the GP mean function (Gutmann &
Corander, 2016) acts as a base for the simulator parameter
likelihood.

Demonstrative Example

The demonstrative example serves to highlight the signif-
icance of design optimisation for model selection with a
simple toy scenario. This example incorporates two normal
distribution models: the positive mean (PM) model and the
negative mean (NM) model.

The PM andNMmodels generate responses influenced by
the experimental design d, which determines the amount of
observational noise variance. The proposal distribution for d
is defined as d ∼ Unif(0.001, 5). Under this setting, the PM
and NM models are formally described as follows:

PM : x ∼ N (θμ, d2); NM : x ∼ N (−θμ, d2). (18)

Both models share a common uniform prior over their
single parameter θμ, which is defined by θμ ∼ Unif(0, 5). It
isworth noting that themodels can be distinctly differentiated
when the optimal design value is set at d = 0.001. Finally,
for this example, we employ a uniform prior over the models
themselves.

Results

As shown in the first set of analyses in Fig. 2, selecting infor-
mative designs can be crucial.When compared to the LBIRD
method, which picked designs at random, all the design
optimisation approaches performed exceedingly well. This
highlights the significance of design selection, as random
designs produce uninformative results and impede the infer-
ence procedure.

Figure3 illustrates the convergence of the key perfor-
mance measures, demonstrating that the design optimisation
methods had nearly perfect estimates of ground-truths after
only one design trial. This indicates that the PM and NM
models are easily separable, provided they have informa-
tive designs. In terms of the model predictive accuracy,
MINEBED outperformed BOSMOS after the first trial; how-
ever, BOSMOS rapidly caught up as trials proceeded. This is
most likely because our technique employs fewer simulations
per trial but a more efficient LFI surrogate than MINEBED.
As a result, ourmethod has the second-best time cost not only
for the demonstrative example but also across all cognitive
tasks. The only method that was faster is the LBIRDmethod,
which skips the design optimisation procedure entirely and
avoids lengthy computations related to LFI by accessing the
ground-truth likelihood.

Memory Retention

Studies of memory are a fundamental research area in exper-
imental psychology. Memory can be viewed functionally as
a capability to encode, store, and remember and neurologi-
cally as a collection of neural connections (Amin & Malik,
2013). Studies of memory retention have a long history in
psychological research, in particular in relation to the shape
of the retention function (Rubin & Wenzel, 1996). These
studies on functional forms of memory retention seek to
quantitatively answer how long a learned skill or material
is available (Rubin et al., 1999) or how quickly it is forgot-
ten. Distinguishing retention functions may be a challenge
(Rubin et al., 1999), and Cavagnaro et al. (2010) showed that
employing an ADO approach can be advantageous. Specifi-
cally, studies of memory retention typically consist of a study
phase (for memorising) followed by a test phase (for recall-
ing), and the time interval between the two is called a lag
time. Varying the lag time by means of ADO allowed more
efficient differentiation of the candidate models (Cavagnaro
et al., 2010). To demonstrate our approach with the classic
memory retention task, we consider the case of distinguish-
ing two functional forms, or models, of memory retention,
defined as follows.

Models In the classic memory retention task, the subject is
taskedwith recalling a specific stimulus, such as aword, after
a certain time span d. The time variable d serves as a design
variable with a proposal distribution d ∼ Unif(0, 100).

The memory processed is modelled using two Bernoulli
models: the power (POW) model and the exponential (EXP)
model. The resultant samples from these models, denoted by
x , correspond to the responses to the task. An outcome of
x = 0 implies that the stimulus has been forgotten, while
x = 1 signifies successful recall.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of various method performances (rows) after 20
design trials across four cognitive modelling tasks (columns): demon-
strative example, memory retention, signal detection, and risky choice.
Our proposed BOSMOS method (red) consistently outperforms the
alternative LFI technique,MINEBED (green), requiring ten times fewer
simulations and significantly reducing time costs by a factor of 60 to
100. Key performance indicators include behavioural fitness error ηb,
parameter estimation errorηp,model predictive accuracyηm, and empir-
ical time cost tlog . Notably, these timings, displayed here in minutes on

a logarithmic scale for a total of 100 designs, translate to individual trial
intervals of 0.2 to 0.54min for BOSMOS on the hardware specified in
Appendix C.4. Model accuracy bars represent the proportion of cor-
rect model predictions across 100 simulated participants, while error
bars indicate the mean (marker) and standard deviation (caps) of errors.
Note that ABO (dark blue) and LBIRD (cyan) methods are absent in
the third column due to their inability to handle models in the sequen-
tial signal detection task due to their lack of straightforward likelihood
approximations

We follow the definition of these models by Cavagnaro
et al. (2010), where a probability p of remembering the stim-
ulus is modelled as follows:

x ∼ B(1, p), (19)

POW : p=θa · (d+1)−θPOW; EXP : p=θa · e−θEXP·d ,
(20)

For both models, the prior probabilities of the parameters are
given as:

θa ∼Beta(2, 1), θPOW∼Beta(1, 4), θEXP ∼ Beta(1, 8).
(21)

Similarly to the previous demonstrative example and the rest
of the experiments, we maintain an equal prior probability
distribution across all models.

Results

Studies on the memory task show that the performance
gap between LFI approaches and methods that use ground-
truth likelihood grows as the number of design trials
increases (Fig. 2). This is expected since doing LFI intro-
duces an approximation error, which becomes more difficult
to decrease when the most uncertainty around the models
and their parameters has already been removed by previous
trials. Unlike in the demonstrative example, where design
selection was critical, the ground-truth likelihood appears to
have a larger influence than design selection for this task,
as evidenced by the similar performance of the LBIRD and
ADO approaches.

In regard to LFI techniques, BOSMOS outperforms
MINEBED in terms of behavioural fitness and parameter
estimation, as shown in Fig. 3, but only marginally better for
model selection. Moreover, both approaches seem to con-
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Fig. 3 Evaluation of three performance measures (rows) after 1, 4,
and 20 design trials for BOSMOS (solid red) and two alternative
best methods, ADO (blue) and MINEBED (green), in four cognitive
tasks (columns). As the number of design trials grows, the methods
accumulate more observed data from subjects’ behaviour and, hence,
should reduce behavioural fitness error ηb, parameter estimation error
ηp, and increase model predictive accuracy ηm. Since ηb is the per-

formance metric MINBED and BOSMOS optimise, its convergence is
the most prominent. The lack of convergence for the other two met-
rics in the memory retention and signal detection tasks is likely due
to the possibility of the same behavioural data being produced by
models and parameters that are different from the ground-truth (i.e.,
non-identifiability of these models)

verge to the wrong solutions (unlike ADO), as evidenced
by their lack of convergence in the parameter estimation
and model accuracy plots. Interestingly, both techniques
continued improving behavioural fitness, implying that the
behavioural data of the models can be reproduced by sev-
eral parameters that are different from the ground-truth, and
LFI methods fail to distinguish them. A deeper examination
of the parameter posterior can reveal this issue, which can
likely be alleviated by adding new features for observations
and designs that can assist in capturing the intricacies within
the behavioural data.

Sequential Signal Detection

Signal detection theory (SDT) focuses on perceptual uncer-
tainty, presenting a framework for studying decisions under
such ambiguity (Tanner& Swets, 1954; Peterson et al., 1954;
Swets et al., 1961; Wickens, 2002). SDT is an influential and
developing model stemming from mathematical psychol-
ogy and psychophysics, providing an analytical framework
for assessing optimal decision-making in the presence of
ambiguous and noisy signals. The origins of SDT can be
traced to the 1800s, but its modern form emerged in the latter
half of the twentieth century with the realisation that sensory
noise is consciously accessible (Wixted, 2020). An example
of a signal detection task could be a doctor making a diag-

nosis: they have to make a decision based on a (noisy) signal
of different symptoms (Wickens, 2002). Our approach to the
sequential signal detection task is rooted in the normative
belief that decision-makers operate within rational bounds
(Swets et al., 1961). We consider two models in this context:
proximal policy optimisation (PPO) and probability ratio
(PR). Thesemodels follow themethodology used for compu-
tational rational participants, which has been demonstrated
to capture a range of behaviours as discussed by Howes et al.
(2009).

Task Description

In the signal detection task, the subject needs to correctly dis-
criminate the presence of the signal osign ∈ {present, absent}
in a sensory input oin ∈ R. The sensory input is corrupted
with sensory noise σsens ∈ R:

oin = 1present(osign) · dstr + γ, γ ∝ N (0, σsens).

Due to the noise in the observations, the task may require
several consecutive actions to finish. At every time step, the
subject has three actions a ∈ {present, absent, look} at their
disposal: to make a decision that the signal is present or
absent and to take another look at the signal. The role of the
experimenter is to adjust the design d = {dstr, dobs}, where
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dstr is the signal strength and dobs is a discrete number of
observations dobs with the following design proposal distri-
butions:

dstr ∼ Unif(0, 4), dobs ∼ Unifdiscr(2, 10). (22)

The subject can make such that the experiment will reveal
characteristics of human behaviour. In particular, our goal
is to identify the hit value parameter of the subject, which
determines how much reward r(a, s) the subject receives if
the signal is both present and identified correctly:

r(a, s) = ra(s) + rstep,

ra(s) = θhit, when the signal is present and the action is present.

ra(s) = 2, when the signal is absent and the action is absent.

ra(s) = 0, when the action is look.

ra(s) = −1, in other cases,

where rstep = −0.05 is the constant cost of every consecutive
action.

Models

In the context of a sequential signal detection task, we
consider two models, each distinguished by their specific
parameters:

PPO : x ∼ PPO(θhit, θsens, d), (23)

PR : x ∼ PR(θhit, θsens, θlow, θlen, d). (24)

The parameters of the models have the following priors:

θhit ∼ Unif(1, 7), θsens ∼ Unif(0.1, 1), (25)

θlow ∼ Unif(0, 5), θlen ∼ Unif(0, 5). (26)

In this study, bothmodels are assumed to have a uniformprior
distribution. The specific details of the individual models and
their respective parameters are specified as follows.

PPO We implement the SDT task as an RL model due to the
sequential nature of the task. In particular, the look action
postpones the signal detection decision to the next observa-
tion. Themodel assumes that the subject acts according to the
current observation oin and an internal state β: π(a | oin, β).
The internal state β is updated over trials by aggregating
observations oin using a Kalman filter, and after each trial,
the agent chooses a new action.

As briefly discussed in Sect. 2, RL policies need to be
retrained when their parameters change. To address this
issue, the policy was parameterized and trained using a wide
range of model parameters as policy inputs. This approach,

however, introduces a degree of model misspecification.
While the PPO policy is inferred from training on a var-
ied set of model parameters, synthetic participants utilise
individual policies, each trained on distinct parameters. This
discrepancy between the policy training and the behaviour of
synthetic participants presents a realistic instance of model
misspecification. Moreover, the PPO model, due to its inher-
ent complexity and limited transparency, possesses a truly
intractable likelihood. The resultingmodel was implemented
using the PPO algorithm (Schulman et al., 2017).

PR An alternative to the PPO model is the PR model, which
assumes sequential observations similar to the PPOmodel. In
thismodel, a hypothesis test regarding thepresenceof a signal
is performed after every observation, with the sequence of
observations termed as evidence (Griffith et al., 2021).

A characteristic feature of the PR model is the calcula-
tion of the likelihood for the evidence, which is essentially
a product of the likelihoods of each observation. While the-
oretically, the PR model could offer a likelihood, doing so
is difficult in practice due to a sequential nature of the task.
Themodel uses a likelihood ratio, denoted here as ft , serving
as a crucial decision variable. The evaluation of ft against
a specific threshold subsequently dictates the action at to be
taken:

at = present, if ft ≤ θlow,

at = absent, if ft ≥ θlow + θlen,

at = look, if θlow ≤ ft ≤ θlow + θlen.

(27)

Here,

ft =
dobs∏

i=1

ω1

ω2
, ω1 ∼ NCDF

(
1

θhit − 1
; dstr, θsens

)

, (28)

ω2 ∼ NCDF

(
1

θhit − 1
; 0, θsens

)

, (29)

and NCDF(·;μ, ν) is the Gaussian CDF with the mean μ

and standard deviation ν. For more information about the PR
model, we refer the reader to Griffith et al. (2021).

Results

BOSMOS and MINEBED are the only methodologies capa-
ble of performing model selection in sequential signal detec-
tion models, as specified in Sect. 4.4, due to the intractability
of their likelihoods. The experimental conditions are there-
fore very close to those in which these LFI approaches
are usually applied, with the exception that we now know
the ground-truth of synthetic participants for performance
assessments.

BOSMOS showed a faster convergence of the estimates
than MINEBED, requiring only 4 design trails to reduce the
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majority of the uncertainty associated with model predic-
tion accuracy and behaviour fitness error, as demonstrated in
Fig. 3. In contrast, it took 20 design trials for MINEBED to
converge, and extending it beyond 20 trials provided very
little benefit. Similarly, as in the memory retention task
from Sect. 4.3, the error in BOSMOS parameter estimates
did not converge to zero, showing difficulty in predict-
ing model parameters for PPO and PR models. Improving
parameter inference may require modifying priors to encour-
age more diverse behaviours and selecting more descriptive
experimental responses. Finally, BOSMOS outperformed
MINEBED across all performance metrics after only one
design trial, with the model predictive accuracy showing a

large difference, establishing BOSMOS as a clear favourite
approach for this task.

An example of posterior distributions returned by BOSM
OS is demonstrated in Fig. 4. Despite overall positive results,
there are occasional cases in a population of synthetic partici-
pants where BOSMOS, alongwithMINEBED (as detailed in
Appendix D), failed to converge on the ground-truth. These
outliersmay be attributed to the poor identifiability of the sig-
nal detection models, suggested earlier in the memory task,
but also to the approximation inaccuracies accumulated over
numerous trials. Further complications arise when models
are misspecified, as this can increase the likelihood of par-
ticle collapse, thereby hindering particles from effectively

Fig. 4 An example of the evolution of the posterior approximation in
each of the models tested resulting from BOSMOS in the signal detec-
tion task. The last bottom row panels are empty, as in both cases the
posterior probability of the PR model becomes negligible, so that the
particle approximation of this posterior does not contain any more par-
ticles. The true value of the parameters is indicated by the cross, and
the true model is POW in both cases. BOSMOS successfully identified
the ground-truth model in both cases: all posterior density (shaded area)

has been concentrated there by 20 trials, and no more particles exist in
the other model. However, only in the first example (top panel) did the
ground-truth parameter values (cross) fall inside the 90% confidence
interval, indicating some inconsistency in terms of the posterior con-
vergence towards the ground-truth. The axes correspond to the model
parameters: sensor noise (x-axis) and hit value (y-axis); θlow and θlen of
the PR model are omitted to simplify visualisation
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exploring the posterior distribution. This issue further under-
scores the importance of adequately defining cognitive mod-
els to mitigate potential issues of poor identifiability, model
misspecification, and particle collapse. However, given that
both methods operate in an LFI setting, some inconsistency
between replicating the target behaviour and converging to
the ground-truth parameters is to be expected when the mod-
els are poorly identifiable.

Risky Choice

Risky choice problems are typical tasks used in psychol-
ogy, cognitive science, and economics to study attitudes
towards uncertainty. Specifically, risk refers to quantifiable
uncertainty, where a decision-maker is aware of probabilities
associated with different outcomes (Knight, 1985). In risky
choice problems, individuals are presented with options that
are lotteries (i.e., probability distributions of outcomes). For
example, a risky choice problem could be a decision between
winning 100 euros with a chance of 25%, or getting 25 euros
with a chance of 99%. The choice is between two lotteries
(100, 0.25; 0, 0.75) and (25, 0.99; 0, 0.01). The goal of the
participant is to maximise the subjective reward of their sin-
gle choice, so they need to assess the risk associated with
outcomes in each lottery.

Several models have been proposed to explain tendencies
in these tasks, including normative approaches derived from
logic to descriptive approaches based on empirical findings
(Johnson & Busemeyer, 2010). In this paper, we will con-
sider four classicmodels (followingCavagnaro et al. (2013)):
expected utility (EU) theory (Von Neumann & Morgen-
stern, 1990), weighted expected utility(WEU) theory (Hong,
1983), original prospect theory (OPT; (Kahneman & Tver-
sky, 1979)) and cumulative prospect theory (CPT; (Tversky
& Kahneman, 1992)). The risky choice models we consider
consist of a subjective utility objective (characterising the
amount of value an individual attaches to an outcome) and
possibly a probability weighting function (reflecting the ten-
dency for non-linear weighting of probabilities). Despite the
long history of development, risky choices are still a focus
of ongoing research (Begenau, 2020; Gächter et al., 2022;
Frydman & Jin, 2022).

Task Description

Our objective is to maximise the reward obtained from risky
choices. These choices typically comprise two or more alter-
natives, with each described by a set of outcome-probability
pairs, in which probabilities sum up to one.While such prob-
lems in general may incorporate an endowment or entail

multiple stages, our model does not take these complexi-
ties into account in this iteration. The focus of our study is
choice problems where individuals choose between two lot-
teries, denoted as A and B.

The design space for the risky-choice problems incorpo-
rates combined designs for both lotteries A and B: d =
{dplA, dphA, dplB, dphB}. Here, dphA and dplA represent prob-
abilities of the high and low outcomes for the lottery A, and
dphB and dplB analogously denote the same variables for the
lottery B.We establish design proposal distributions for these
variables as follows:

dplA ∼ Unif(0, 1), dphA ∼ Unif(0, 1), (30)

dplB ∼ Unif(0, 1), dphB ∼ Unif(0, 1). (31)

Please note that dpmA and dpmB can be analytically derived
from dpmA = 2− dplA − dphA. Subsequently, the designs for
each individual lottery (dplA, dpmA, dphA) are normalised to
sum up to one. Similar adjustments are made for the lottery
B.

Taking into account the inherent variability of individ-
ual choices in risky problems, we assume that such choices
are not deterministic (i.e., there is choice stochasticity). This
assumption provides a likelihood for the ADO and LBIRD
methods in our experiments.Weadopt the definition provided
by Cavagnaro et al. (2013) for the probability of choosing
lottery A over B in a given choice problem i :

In this equation, θm refers to the model parameters, and ε is
a value in the range [0, 0.5] that quantifies the stochasticity
of the choice. A zero ε signifies a deterministic choice. The
preference for lottery A is assessed using the utility defini-
tions distinct to each model.

Models

In our exploration of the risky choice task, we employ similar
implementations as outlined by Cavagnaro et al. (2013) to
examine four models:

EU : x ∼ EU (θa, θε, d), (35)

WEU : x ∼ WEU (θx , θy, θε, d), (36)

OPT : x ∼ OPT (θv, θr , θε, d), (37)

CPT : x ∼ CPT (θv, θr , θε, d). (38)
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Each of these models is characterised by a unique set of
parameters, for which we use the following prior distribu-
tions:

θa ∼ Unif(0, 10), θv ∼ Unif(0, 1), (39)

θr ∼ Unif(0.01, 1), θx ∼ Unif(−100, 0), (40)

θy ∼ Unif(−100, 0), θε ∼ Unif(0, 0.5), (41)

For the purposes of consistency and simplicity, we assume
a uniform prior distribution across all four models. The
specifics of each model and their associated parameters are
specified below.

EU Following Cavagnaro et al. (2013), we specify EU using
indifference curves on the Marschak-Machina (MM) prob-
ability triangle. Lottery A consists of three outcomes (xlA,
xmA, xhA), and associated probabilities (plA, pmA, phA).
Lottery A can be represented using a right triangle (MM)
with two of the probabilities as the plane (plA and phA as
x and y axes, respectively). Hence, the design space for
the lottery A consists of only the high and low probabili-
ties (dplA and dphA). Lottery B can be represented on the
triangle similarly (using dplB and dphB). Then, indifference
curves can be drawn on this triangle, as their slope represents
the marginal rate of substitution between the two probabili-
ties. EU is defined using indifference curves that all have the
same slope θa ∈ θEU. If the lottery B is riskier, A � B, if
| dphB − dphA | / | dplB − dplA |< θa . We refer the reader to
Cavagnaro et al. (2013) for a more comprehensive explana-
tion of this modelling approach.

WEU WEU is also defined using the MM-triangle, as per
Cavagnaro et al. (2013). In contrast to EU, the slope of the
indifference curves varies across the MM-triangle for WEU.
This is achieved by assuming that all the indifference curves
intersect at a point (θx , θy) outside the MM-triangle, where
[θx , θy] ∈ θWEU. Then, A � B, if | dphA − θy | / | dplA −
θx |>| dphB − θy | / | dplB − θx |.
OPT In contrast to EU and WEU, OPT assumes that both
the outcomes x and probabilities p have specific editing
functions v and w, respectively. Assuming that for lottery
A, v(xAlow) = 0 and v(xAhigh) = 1, the utility objectives in

OPT can be defined using v(xAmiddle) as a parameter θv

(42)
(43)

Utility u(B) for lottery B can be calculated analogously, and
Ai � Bi if u(A) > u(B). The probabilityweighting function
w(·) used is the original work by Tversky and Kahneman
(1992) is

w(p) = pθr

(pθr + (1 − p)θr )(1/θr )
, (44)

where θr is a parameter describing the shape of the function.
Thus, OPT has two parameters [θv , θr ] ∈ θOPT, describing
the subjective utility of the middle outcome and the shape of
the probability weighting function, respectively.

CPT CPT is defined similarly toOPT; however, the subjective
utilities u for lottery A are calculated using

u(A) = w(dphA) · 1 + (w(1 − dplA) − w(dphA)) · θv. (45)

Utility u(B) for lottery B is calculated similarly and [θv ,
θr ] ∈ θCPT.

Results

The risky choice task comprises four computational models,
which significantly expand the space of models and make
it much more computationally costly than previous tasks.
Despite the larger model space, BOSMOSmaintains its posi-
tion as a preferred LFI approach to model selection, most
notably when compared to the parameter estimation error of
MINEBED from Fig. 2. With more models, BOSMOS’s per-
formance advantage over MINEBED grows, with BOSMOS
exhibiting higher scalability for larger model spaces. Addi-
tionally, our experiments inAppendixC reveal that the choice
of the Bayesian estimator, whether MAP or the Bayesian
information criterion, has negligible impact on the overall
performance of methods.

It is crucial to note that having several candidate models
reduces model prediction accuracy by the LFI approaches;
thus, we recommend reducing the number of candidate mod-
els as low as feasible. In terms of performance, BOSMOS
is comparable to ground-truth likelihood approaches during
the first four design trials, as shown in Fig. 3, since it is sig-
nificantly easier to minimise uncertainty early in the trials.
Similarly to the memory task, the error of LFI approximation
becomes more apparent as the number of trials rises, as evi-
denced by comparing BOSMOS to ADO for the behavioural
fitness error and model predictive accuracy. In terms of the
parameter estimate error, BOSMOS performs marginally
better than ADO.

Further investigation into the robustness of BOSMOS
under model misspecification was evaluated through two
additional risky choice experiments, as detailed in Appendix
E. The first scenario, involving noise-induced misspecifi-
cation in a risky choice task, showed that BOSMOS is
capable of maintaining a significant level of performance
even under moderate noise levels (0%-30%). The second
scenario, involving an artificial parameter reduction within
a PR model to simulate model misspecification, showed
that BOSMOS could still achieve behavioural fitness con-
vergence despite a decrease in available parameters. Please
refer to Appendix E for more details.
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Finally, BOSMOS has a relatively low runtime cost, espe-
cially compared to other methods (about 1 min per design
trial). This brings adaptive model selection closer to being
applicable to real-world experiments in risky choices. The
proposed method can be useful in online experiments that
include lag times between trials, for instance, in assessing
investment decisions (e.g., Camerer (2004); Gneezy & Pot-
ters (1997)) or game-like settings (e.g., Bauckhage et al.
(2012); Putkonen et al. (2022); Viljanen et al. (2017)) where
the participant waits between events.

Discussion

In this paper, we proposed a simulator-based experimental
design method for model selection, BOSMOS, that does
design selection for model and parameter inference at a
speed orders of magnitude higher than other methods, bring-
ing the method closer to online design selection. This was
made possible with the newly proposed approximation of
the model likelihood and simulator-based utility objective.
Despite needing orders of magnitude fewer simulations,
BOSMOS significantly outperformed LFI alternatives in the
majority of cases while being orders of magnitude faster,
bringing the method closer to an online inference tool. Cru-
cially, the time between experiment trials was reduced to less
than aminute.Whereas in some settings this timebetween tri-
als may be too long, BOSMOS is a viable tool in experiments
where the tasks include a lag time, for instance, in stud-
ies of language learning (e.g., Gardner et al. (1997); Nioche
et al. (2021)) and task interleaving (e.g., Payne et al. (2007);
Brumby et al. (2009); Gebhardt et al. (2021); Katidioti et al.
(2014)). Moreover, our code implementation represents a
proof of concept and was not fully optimised for maxi-
mal efficiency: in particular, a parallel implementation that
exploits multiple cores and batches of simulated experiments
would enable additional speedups (Wu & Frazier, 2016). As
an interactive and sample-efficient method, BOSMOS can
help reduce the number of required experiments. This can
be of interest to both the subject and the experimenter. In
human trials, it allows for faster interventions (e.g., adjust-
ing the treatment plan) in critical settings such as intensive
care units or randomised controlled trials. However, it can
also have detrimental applications, such as targeted adver-
tising and collecting personal data; therefore, the principles
and practises of responsible artificial intelligence (Dignum,
2019; Arrieta et al., 2020) also have to be taken into account
in applying our methodology.

There are at least two remaining issues left for futurework.
The first issue we witnessed in our experiments is that the
accuracy of behaviour imitation does not necessarily cor-
relate with the convergence to ground-truth models. This
usually happens due to poor identifiability in the model-

parameter space, which may be quite prevalent in current
and future computational cognitive models since they are all
designed to explain the same behaviour. Currently, the only
way to address this problem is to use Bayesian approaches,
such as BOSMOS, that quantify the uncertainty over the
models and their parameters. The second issue is the consis-
tency of the method: in selecting only the most informative
designs, the methods may misrepresent the posterior and
return an overconfident posterior. This bias may occur, for
example, due to a poor choice of priors or summary statis-
tics (Nunes & Balding, 2010; Fearnhead & Prangle, 2012)
for the collected data (when the data is high-dimensional).
Ultimately, these issues do not hinder the goal of automat-
ing experimental designs but introduce the necessity for a
human expert, who would ensure that the uncertainty around
estimated models is acceptable and the design space is suffi-
ciently explored to make final decisions.

Future work for simulator-based model selection in com-
putational cognitive science needs to consider adopting
hierarchical models, accounting for the subjects’ ability to
adapt or change throughout the experiments, and incor-
porating amortised non-myopic design selection. A first
step in this direction would be to study hierarchical mod-
els (Kim et al., 2014) which would allow adjusting prior
knowledge for populations and expanding the theory devel-
opment capabilities of model selection methods from a
single individual to a group level. We could also remove
the assumption on the stationarity of the model by propos-
ing a dynamic model of subjects’ responses that adapts
to the history of previous responses and previous designs,
which is more reasonable in longer settings of several dozens
of trials. Lastly, amortised non-myopic design selections
(Blau et al., 2022) would even further reduce the wait time
between design proposals, as the model can be pre-trained
before experiments, and would also improve design explo-
ration by encouraging long-termplanningof the experiments.
Addressing these three potential directions may have a syn-
ergistic effect on each other, thus expanding the application
of simulator-based model selection in cognitive science even
further.

Supplementary Information

The article has the following accompanying supplementary
materials:

• Appendix A shows the validity of the approximation of
the entropy gain for the design selection rule;

• Appendix B details the algorithm for the proposed
BOSMOS method and analyses its complexity;

• Appendix C contains tables with full experimental
results, which shows additional design evaluation points;
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• Appendix D showcases a side-by-side comparison of
the posterior evolution resulting from BOSMOS and
MINEBED for the signal detection task.

• Appendix E demonstrates additional experiments with
BOSMOS in regards to model misspecification sensitiv-
ity.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s42113-023-00180-
7.
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